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Revelation Installed 
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I. 
My breath fills space. 
My figure frames the curves of female form 
and floats through weightless, 
occasionally stepping on shadows, 
and stealing breaths. 
It is a respectable reign, 
and I strap on the straw my ancestors once marinated in, 
silently humbled by my bodies ritual. 
'The straw scrapes the sides of my insides 
and nips the lips 
of fading violet flesh 
beneath my stomach, 
behind curtained thighs, 
beyond crimson waves. 
The wise and able tell tales of certainty of human existence, 
Of ... purpose 
They whisper the secrets of life into the tiny earlobes of toddlers 
telling them the truths of the world early enough 
that they will forget all of the words, 
but remember the tones, 
and trace the sounds of meaning back to their childhood. 
Eventually uncovering the mystery for themselves, 
discovering a history of twisted torment, 
hundreds of years of mistreatment 
told through mother's melodies 
the women that encompass life's origin. 
They housed us all in wombs of splendor 
for months of sacred security. 
Storybooks of sweet cinnamon mothers have been lost or forgotten --
their legacies were hidden by men's names. 
But their scents forever lingered, 
ginger honey baths. 
'nleir scattered remains are invisible in the blue landscape of the sea, 
resting comfortably at the bottom of the ocean. 
Silencing their voices in the salty air. 
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II. 
Awaken. 
I feel the whispers of women before me on my shoulders, 
hairs on my arm prick swiftly-
I tum around to see nothing but my own face staring back. 
I am sure that those women felt like purple velvet, 
smelled like lotus leaves, 
and tasted like water. 
Now looking desperately into my own image---
Why should women now have a voice? 
Because they have always had voices, 
they just learned to speak in tongues, 
whispering foreign languages to one another at fountains. 
III. 
Bathroom stalls are deceitful havens. 
Women stand willingly in long lines, 
spanning years of age. 
We find our way to the confinement and imprisonment 
of pink stalls. 
Engraved inside are stories, 
or names 
that reveal what dolls do at play. 
Women smirk at one another, 
taunting 
bleeding 
hearts. 
Are we are own worst enemy? 
Are we seeking blindly? 
Are we rightfully angry? 
Am I true? 
I forgot the answers because they were whispered in my earlobes long 
ago, 
someday I will find the pieces scattered on the floor. 
Until then, 
my ways are the ways 
of the women 
of the past. 
